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The Bugani M83 IPX5 Waterproof Wireless Speaker User Manual is a comprehensive guide that provides detailed
instructions on how to use and troubleshoot the Bugani M83 wireless speaker. The manual includes a diagram of
the controls, product features, and technology specifications. The speaker is IPXS waterproof and supports TWS
technology, making it easy to connect and pair with other devices. It also has a surprisingly loud volume with deep
bass, making it perfect for outdoor activities and parties. The manual provides guidance on how to pair the
speaker with other devices, including troubleshooting tips for when the speaker is in a low power or weak state.
Additionally, the manual provides care and maintenance instructions to ensure that the speaker lasts for a long
time. The Bugani M83 IPX5 Waterproof Wireless Speaker User Manual is an essential guide for anyone who
wants to get the most out of their Bugani M83 wireless speaker.
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DIAGRAM OF CONTROLS
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PRODUCT FEATURES

IPXS Waterproof

Support TWS technology

Build-in 4 pieces High& low speaker driver

Aux-in/TF card function

Surprisingly loud volume with deep bass.

TECHNOLOGY SPECIFICATION

Model No: BUGANI M83

Speaker driver impedance: 40

Sensitivity: 82+3dB

Output power: 40W

Speaker driver size: 3.5 “x 2+ l ” x 2

Product size: 322 x 170 X 110mm

WHAT’S INCLUDED

M83 Wireless speaker — lpc

User manual — lpc

Micro USB charger cable — lpc



Aux-in cable — lpc

WIRELESS PARING

1. Turn on your M83 ,you will hear a starting music, the Blue LED is flashing, it’s means the speaker is ready to

pair. Next, open your device to look for the speaker name “BUGANI M83” and connect to your device

2. Once paired successfully, the LED indicator turns blue and make beeping.

Note:

1. If the Wireless speaker is in low power or weak state, sometimes it may not be connected to the phone, PC,

IPAD or other devices. please charging immediately before using.

2. If your computer does not have a Wireless receiver, you will need an additional Wireless receiver to pair with

M83 speaker.

3. When the mobile phone device is connected, if it is exceed the connection distance over lOM, the signal will be

disconnected. But it will automatically connect when the phone is close to the speaker.

TWS CONNECTION

1. Take 2pcs M83 within 10meter(30ft), turn on Wireless Function.

2. Short press both “~”, two speaks will be connect successful within 10 seconds.

3. Enjoy your music through one sourcing, two M83 speakers simultaneous.

GUIDANCE

1. Please read the usual manual before using.

2. Please give the speaker fully charged before using

3. If the unit is leave unused over 2 weeks, please charge it again

4. Please choose the certificated power adapter for input charging

CARE AND MAINTENANCE

1. Long press 2 seconds to turn off the device, to make sure that it is properly protected;

2. Avoid high temperatures (above 40 degrees Celsius), for example, in hot cars or direct sunlight. (High

temperature will be damage the surface and reduce battery life.)

3. IPXS Waterproof is daity life water resistant, please do not put the speaker into the water / heavy rainy/ liquid or

expose under the thunder.

LIMITED WARRANTY

BUGANI products that it will furnish a replacement or repair any part which proves (upon inspection by BU GANI)
to be defective under normal use within 18 months of the original purchase date.

This warranty does not apply to appearance items, accessories in the c human damage caused by leaking
batteries. It also does not apply to the product, or to any part thereof, that has been damaged through misuse or



negligence, improper installation, operation.

Furthermore, this warranty will become invalid, in the judgment of BU GANI products or any parts has been
installed incorrectly, repaired or altered by other than BU GANI Service department.

This warranty gives you specific legal rights and you may also have other rights which vary from state to state.
Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages or limitation incidental
or consequential damages or limitations on how long an implied warranty lasts, so the above exclusions and
limitations may not apply to you.

For Service, Warranty, or Product Information,
Please contact SHENZHEN BUGANl DIGITAL Co., Ltd

SPECIFICATION

IPXS Waterproof Model No: BUGANI M83

Support TWS technology Speaker driver impedance: 40

Build-in 4 pieces High& low speaker driver Sensitivity: 82+3dB

Aux-in/TF card function Output power: 40W

Surprisingly loud volume with deep bass. Speaker driver size: 3.5 “x 2+ l ” x 2

 Product size: 322 x 170 X 110mm

FAQS

What is the IP rating of the Bugani M83 wireless speaker?

The Bugani M83 wireless speaker has an IPX5 waterproof rating.

What technology does the Bugani M83 wireless speaker support?

The Bugani M83 wireless speaker supports TWS technology.

How many speaker drivers does the Bugani M83 wireless speaker have?

The Bugani M83 wireless speaker has four built-in high and low speaker drivers.

How loud is the volume of the Bugani M83 wireless speaker?

The Bugani M83 wireless speaker has a surprisingly loud volume with deep bass.

How do I pair my device with the Bugani M83 wireless speaker?

To pair your device with the Bugani M83 wireless speaker, turn on the speaker and look for the speaker name
“BUGANI M83” on your device to connect.

What should I do if the Bugani M83 wireless speaker is in a low-power or weak state and won’t connect to
my device?

If the Bugani M83 wireless speaker is in a low power or weak state and won’t connect to your device, charge it
immediately before using.



Can I connect two Bugani M83 wireless speakers together?

Yes, you can connect two Bugani M83 wireless speakers together using TWS technology.

How do I care for and maintain my Bugani M83 wireless speaker?

To care for and maintain your Bugani M83 wireless speaker, avoid high temperatures, do not expose it to water or
liquid, and choose a certified power adapter for input charging.

What is the warranty on the Bugani M83 wireless speaker?

The Bugani M83 wireless speaker comes with an 18-month limited warranty from the original purchase date.
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